ALL MOUNTAIN APPAREL
$97.49

$164.99

$249
ENDURO 89191180
JACKET

ENDURO 89191181
SOFTSHELL
wind resistant
JACKET

water resistant
wind resistant

breathability

breathability

elasticity

$55.49

ESCAPE 89191184
BAGGY
breathability

SPORT 89191250
INNER SHORT
breathability

elasticity

elasticity

elasticity

$97.49
$112.49

$104.99

$104.99

EDGE 89201301
JERSEY
breathability
LONG SLEEVES

EDGE 89201302
JERSEY
breathability

XTRAIL 89201303
JERSEY
breathability
LONG SLEEVES

$82.49

EDGE WMN 89211053
JERSEY
breathability
LONG SLEEVES

XTRAIL WMN 89201306
JERSEY
breathability

elasticity

elasticity

elasticity

elasticity

elasticity

lightness

lightness

lightness

lightness

lightness

$119.99

$164.99

$97,49

$65.99

$89.99
XTRAIL 89201304
JERSEY
breathability

DOMAIN 89191182
RACE
breathability
BAGGY

elasticity

elasticity

EDGE 89201300
BAGGY
breathability
elasticity

ESCAPE WMN 89191195
BAGGY
breathability

elasticity

SPORT WMN 89191251
INNER SHORT
breathability
elasticity

lightness
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ENDURO 89191180
JACKET size

FEATURES:

S-4XL

The 3-ply main fabric has a windproof H20 membrane with up to 10.000 mm
waterproof protection
Fully taped to keep the water out
Durable water-repellent (DWR) finish

EDGE 89201301
JERSEY size
LONG SLEEVES

FEATURES:
Fast-drying 95 g microfiber supple and breathable main material
S-4XL

Raglan cut sleeve with mesh insert on armpit for excellent moisture management
Mesh insert on the back neck for ariflow systemcontrol
Loose fit

Waterproof coated reversed full zip

Crewneck lined with sweatband

Underarm vents with mesh inserts for enhanced breathability

Integrated microfibre glasses wipe on the hem

Adjustable hem with cinchable drawcord

Reflective logo on the chest

Adjustable Velcro cuffs keep the water out
Waterproof chest pocket with a waterproof zip
The adjustable hood with a fleece mouthguard adjusts at the front and nape to
easily fit over a helmet
Reflective logo on the front

$112.49
$249

81 ANTRHACITE

ENDURO 89191181
SOFTSHELL size
JACKET

92 DOVE GRAY / ORA

FEATURES:
The main 3-ply brushed fabric has a windproof membrane
S-4XL

$164.99

Reversed full zip

EDGE 89201302
JERSEY size

10 BLACK

FEATURES:
Fast-drying 95 g microfiber supple and breathable main material
S-4XL

Raglan cut sleeve with mesh insert on armpit for excellent moisture management

Adjustable hem with cinchable drawcord

Mesh insert on the back neck for ariflow systemcontrol

Adjustable Velcro cuffs keep the water out

Loose fit

2 zipped side pockets and 2 zipped chest pockets

Crewneck lined with sweatband

Adjustable hood

Integrated microfibre glasses wipe on the hem

Reflective logo on the front

Reflective logo on the chest

$104.99

03 BLACK / ANTRHACITE
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92 DOVE GRAY / ORA
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XTRAIL 89201303
JERSEY size
LONG SLEEVES

FEATURES:

S-4XL

Super-soft, lightweight polyester fabric treated to ensure a lasting moisturewicking effect for faster drying
Loose fit
Crewneck lined with sweatband
Integrated microfibre glasses wipe on the hem

$97.49

02 BLK / OFF WHITE

XTRAIL 89201304
JERSEY size

01 BLACK / LIME

06 BLACK / ORANGE

FEATURES:

S-4XL

Super-soft, lightweight polyester fabric treated to ensure a lasting moisturewicking effect for faster drying
Loose fit
Crewneck lined with sweatband
Integrated microfibre glasses wipe on the hem

$89.99

01 BLACK/LIME
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06 BLACK / ORANGE
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FEATURES:

DOMAIN RACE 89191182
BAGGY
size

The 4-way-stretch technical fabric delivers maximum freedom of movement
with minimum weight
S-4XL

The DWR treatment protects against mud and spray

ESCAPE 89191184
BAGGY size

FEATURES:
The 2-way-stretch fabric with 3D reverse ensures excellent breathability and
freedom of movement

S-4XL

Loose fit

Semi-loose fit

2 open front pockets plus 2 back pockets with Velcro

Velcro tags for an adjustable waist

$164.99

Laser-cut ventilation holes on the inner leg for improved breathability
Heat-sealed side and cuff seams reduce chaffing hotspots for incredible
freedom of movement

$97.49

Reflective logo on the lower leg
1 zipped back pocket

96 KHAKI

10 BLACK

EDGE 89201300
BAGGY size

TFEATURES:

S-4XL

The 4-way-stretch technical fabric delivers maximum freedom of movement
with minimum weight
Loose fit

pad 

Durable water-repellent (DWR) finish

$119.99

SPORT 89191250
INNER SHORT size

FEATURES:
The M110 pad with medium-capacity foams is ideal for medium-mileage rides
S-4XL
M11O

2-way-stretch fabric
Soft stretchy waistband fits snugly without feeling tight
Silicone elastic gripper holds leg cuffs in place

Velcro tags for an adjustable waist

Waist fasteners are compatible with all Northwave’s SS21 baggy shorts

2 zipped side pockets (one with a keyring), an extra pocket for a mobile phone,
and a cargo pocket on the lower left leg wth velcro closure
Reflective logo on the lower leg

93 IRON / ORANGE
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10 BLACK
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$55.49

10 BLACK

10 BLACK
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EDGE WMN 89211053
JERSEY size
XS-2XL
LONG SLEEVES

FEATURES:
Fast-drying 95 g microfiber supple and breathable main material
Raglan cut sleeve with mesh insert on armpit for excellent moisture
management

ESCAPE WMN 89191195
BAGGY size
XS-2XL

Mesh insert on the back neck for ariflow systemcontrol

FEATURES:
The 2-way-stretch fabric with 3D reverse ensures excellent breathability and
freedom of movement
Loose fit
2 open front pockets plus 2 back pockets with Velcro

Loose fit
Crewneck lined with sweatband
Integrated microfibre glasses wipe on the hem

$97.49

Reflective logo on the chest

$104.99

05 BLACK / FUCHSIA

XTRAIL WMN 89201306
JERSEY size
XS-2XL

100 IRON

10 BLACK

FEATURES:
Super-soft, lightweight polyester fabric treated to ensure a lasting moisturewicking effect for faster drying
Loose fit

SPORT WMN 89191251
INNER SHORT size
XS-2XL
pad

Crewneck lined with sweatband

10 BLACK

M110 W

FEATURES:
The M110 W pad with medium-capacity foams is ideal for medium-mileage rides
2-way-stretch fabric
Soft stretchy waistband fits snugly without feeling tight
Silicone elastic gripper holds leg cuffs in place

Integrated microfibre glasses wipe on the hem

Waist fasteners are compatible with all Northwave’s SS21 baggy shorts

$65.99
$82.49

05 BLACK / FUCHSIA
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10 BLACK
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PROTECTION

RAINSKIN SHIELD 89171145
JACKET size
XXS-2XL

FEATURES:
Engineered to adhere to the body like a second skin, this is the most
aerodynamic waterproof garment ever
The 2.5-ply main fabric has a windproof H2O Flex membrane with up to 10.000
mm waterproof protection and four-way stretch for exceptional freedom of
movement
The multi-award-winning P4Dry™ printing process combined with S.Café®
technology enables fabric to dry faster and leave skin feeling dry
Fully taped to keep the water out
DWR water repellent treatment on surface
YKK reversed waterproof full zip with camlock puller
Rear vents for enhanced breathability
Elastic waist with gripper
Extended back for added protection from road spray
360° reflective inserts
Packs down easily into its own pouch

$194.99

$217.49
RAINSKIN 89171145
SHIELD
water resistant
JACKET

RAINSKIN 89171146
JACKET
water resistant

wind resistant

wind resistant

breathability

breathability

elasticity

elasticity

$59.99

$112.49

$217.49

$53.99

81 ANTHRACITE

BREEZE 2 89171147
JACKET
water resistant
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VORTEX 89171151
JACKET
water resistant

VORTEX 89171152
VEST
water resistant

wind resistant

wind resistant

wind resistant

breathability

breathability

breathability

elasticity

elasticity

elasticity
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RAINSKIN 89171146
JACKET size
XXS-2XL

$194.99

FEATURES:
Engineered to adhere to the body like a second skin, this is the most
aerodynamic waterproof garment ever
The 2.5-ply main fabric has a windproof H2O Flex membrane with up to 10.000
mm waterproof protection and four-way stretch for exceptional freedom of
movement

VORTEX 89171151
JACKET size
XXS-3XL

FEATURES:
Windproof water repellent fabric
DWR water repellent treatment on surface
Reversed full zip with camlock puller
The jacket is compact so it packs down easily

The multi-award-winning P4Dry™ printing process combined with S.Café®
technology enables fabric to dry faster and leave skin feeling dry

Large reflective prints on the chest, sleeves and back provide outstanding 360°
visibility

DWR water repellent treatment on surface

Relaxed fit

YKK reversed waterproof full zip with camlock puller
Rear vents for enhanced breathability
Elastic waist with gripper
Extended back for added protection from road spray
360° reflective inserts
Packs down easily into its own pouch

$59.99

81 ANTHRACITE

BREEZE 2 89171147
JACKET size
XXS-2XL

10 BLACK

FEATURES:

VORTEX 89171152
VEST size
XXS-3XL

Light and durable micro-ripstop fabric
DWR water repellent treatment on surface

40 YELLOW FLUO

FEATURES:
Windproof water repellent fabric
DWR water repellent treatment on surface

YKK covered full zip with garage and camlock puller

Reversed full zip with camlock puller

Rear vents for enhanced breathability

The jacket is compact so it packs down easily

Extended back for added protection from road spray

Large reflective prints on the chest, sleeves and back provide outstanding 360°
visibility

Reflective prints on arms and back

Relaxed fit

Packs down easily into a built-in pouch

$53.99
$112.49

40 YELLOW FLUO
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10 BLACK

10 BLACK

40 YELLOW FLUO
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